Introduction
The shifts in identity that have emerged from the redefinition of the national identities of these young republics ([Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan]) continue to be an uncommon phenomenon with serious political consequences […] In an attempt to reconstruct national identities without calling into question the borders inherited from the Soviet Union, the region's mediaeval and Islamic past were re-evaluated and exploited as a new component of identity, thereby making it possible to overcome ethnic and group divisions. This article explores the role of textiles and clothing in responding to these formal visions of national and regional identity emerging in the Central Asian Republics and the multiple complex roles played by textiles and fashion business owners, artisans and entrepreneurs in enabling the performance of aspects of identity which seek to be both "traditional" and "modern" or "national" and "fashionable" at the same time.
This approach considers the multiple roles performed by textiles and fashion designers, makers and entrepreneurs as cultural intermediaries, navigating the complex web of myths linking national identity and the marketing of textiles and dress in Central Asia. This brings together perspectives from the disciplines of fashion and textiles, business and development sectors. In this sense, this article seeks to bridge a disciplinary gap that cleaves the study of fashion and textiles into the study of either business or culture, and tries to consider these spheres together to acknowledge the transcultural capital these entrepreneurs have amassed in trying to negotiate globalised structures of creative industries in a development context.
By considering the role of these individuals, this article aims to personalise the discourses of cultural globalisation through development and drive the discussion of fashion, textiles and identity away from unhelpful dichotomous debates comparing the West with the Non-West; Orientalising discussions featuring "us" against "the exotic other" and ideas of the "modern" versus the "not-modern" or the "fashionable" versus "traditional" to explore the cultural, economic and political aspects which can reconnect discussions of silk with the concept of the Silk Road.
"Silk, paper, steel": Myth, poetry and the marketing of cultural heritage
The idea of "The Silk Road" proliferates in the nomenclature of key development projects undertaken throughout Central Asia (as well as elsewhere in Eurasia) since the break-up of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) in 1991 and is furthermore a potent myth used for marketing many aspects of the cultural heritage of Eurasia, including the textiles and dress relating to the Central Asian Republics. It has become a very useful metaphor for the marketing of culture industries including travel agencies, orchestras, theatre companies, textiles, fashion and design business and more.
The term die Seidenstrasse was originally coined by Prussian geographer Ferdinand Freiherr von Richthofen in 1876 and was doubtless fuelled by the seemingly insatiable appetite of large audiences in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century for lectures and books on exploration, adventure travel, and archaeological discovery, 2 a desire which is arguably just as strong today and fuelled by tourism, Lonely Planet and like-minded media forums. Of all the commodities and ideas to traverse the network of land routes criss-crossing Eurasia, why pick "silk"? How representative was this of the goods being traded and their relative significance? Daniel Waugh suggests that The Paper Road may have been a more accurate term for describing the most significant innovation that traversed the route from East to West. Waugh is clear that von Richtofen specifically defined the term Seidenstraßen only to refer to the Han period (206 BCE-220 CE) and he meant it to apply to only a very specific overland route defined by a single historical source, although he recognised that there were other routes in various directions in use at the same time and The Silk Road was just a shorthand term for representing the network trading knowledge and goods along the overland routes across Eurasia. 3 The concept stuck and has become an evocative and effective myth.
Vanessa Hansen mentions that Richthofen had actually been charged with designing a potential railway line from the German sphere of influence in Shandong through the coalfields near Xi'an all the way to Germany when he devised the term, linking two millennia of trade, travel and transportation together with his mapping exercise. 4 The Steel Road was obviously not deemed to evoke the romantic imagination as effectively as The Silk Road.
Tamara Chin puts forward an extensive discussion on the invention, usage and popularisation of the term "Silk Roads" during the period 1877-1936 and credits the exploration and writing of Swedish geographer, traveller and writer Sven Hedin with the success of the term in the collective imagination of early twentieth century audiences. Chin underscores the political and economic development outcomes of his cultural rearticulations of Richthofen's terminology. The project "Adventures on the Silk Road" aimed, to use the arts and traditions of the region to make these places seem vivid again, and to address negative stereotypes with a creative energy that is independent of politics.
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I disagree. The use of the arts and traditions to make regions seem vivid again is entirely linked to the geopolitical project, governing development and cultural heritage programmes all over the world. Although "the arts" may be seen as an innocuous and neutral zone, devoid of political impact and disconnected from the hard mechanics of economic development, this is as much to do with the distinctly gendered politics of global development, let alone the frivolous and ephemeral role that textiles, fashion designers and other "artisans" may be accorded within macroeconomic discourses of development.
Handmade textiles and craft industries may exist as the vanguard of industrialisation, but these crafts and skills are not abandoned as a country becomes more economically developed. In recent years there has been a growing demand for products which are both handmade and provide an innovative business model. The realms of business and the handmade are not mutually exclusive and should not be treated separately. 13 International fashion and lifestyle magazines still present collections "inspired by the East" as indulgent editorial fantasies, although this is increasingly being replaced in the UK by concerns of "Cultural Appropriation" as debates about Orientalism have filtered through from academia into more critically-engaged fashion media platforms, such as Dazed & Confused. 14 
Political state craft
How do the politics of the artisanal apply to geopolitical issues of the Central Asian Republics? The design, production and marketing of handmade textiles and fashion businesses in the region is very closely linked to governmental agendas for what is and is not deemed appropriate national cultural heritage, as well as servicing agendas for international diplomacy and development.
The tourism industry is closely related to the cultural production of ideas about dress and identity and provides a useful target market for developing product ideas that do not require knowledge, experience or practical capacity to export products.
Sites of production of textiles may not necessarily be the same as the sites of consumption for textiles, particularly if one considers the mobility of textiles and souvenir products. Some historic marketplaces and legendary "Silk Road" cities may provide very important aspects for the marketing myth of the crafts associated with that town or market. A salient example would be the famous "Bukhara" carpet type, so-called because of its historic association with Bukhara city as a site of consumption for this product. The bazaars of Bukhara were legendary as part of the Silk Road mythology, and their reputation continues in the present-day marketing of Uzbekistan as a Silk Road tourism destination. Bukhara never had anything to do with the site of production of these carpets which were made by nomadic Turkmen weavers from all over the region and in fact nowadays most so-called "Bukhara" carpets are made in Pakistan or Afghanistan, where labour is much cheaper. 16 Brian Spooner draws attention to the importance of "trade lore" in constructing the notions of authenticity about Oriental Carpets and highlights how little importance the weaver herself is given in these processes of authentification.
Contemporary intersectional approaches to understanding the business of textiles and fashion in Central Asia should redress this imbalance and call for an integrated approach to considering both the cultural and economic value of handmade textiles which acknowledges and makes visible the role of the artisan, the designer, the entrepreneur, the retailer and all the stages that exist in the value chain between its production the final consumer.
Heightened consumer awareness and inter-governmental organisation responsibility to act on the moral imperative to sort out the issues of abusive environments in supply chains in the textiles and garment sector lend support to this approach. Increased consumer ability to challenge businesses and supply chains which do not conform to standards for international labour and human rights has an impact. Politicised organisations are campaigning to make transparent the supply chains and tell the story of the labour behind the label, thus demystify the mechanics of Marx's commodity fetishism. All of these issues are represented in core activist movements which call for change in the way that supply chains for consumer goods operate and aim to illuminate these issues and abuses of human rights.
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The international development sector undoubtedly sets particular priorities internationally and this structures which areas of cultural heritage are imperative to support and develop and therefore which kind of designs and products are deemed suitable priorities for funding. The popular souvenir figures of the Central Asian dolly wearing an ikat dress with gold embroidery work, wearing her hair long in braids under an embroidered skullcap and the old baba wearing a skullcap, and possibly eating a watermelon, have not moved on a whole lot from archetypes set in the visual and material culture of the USSR, which cast the Central Asian Republics as backwards and under-developed, as for example pictured in a striking Intourist poster of "Soviet Central Asia" by artist Maria Nesterova (Figure 1 ).
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A relatively well-established tourism industry had developed within the USSR, complete with souvenir products for sale to the Western left-leaning élite who liked to travel there, and brought valuable foreign currency into the system. Soviet economic reformers in the mid-twentieth century moved towards a model where profits from tourism were used as an indicator of efficiency in Russian factories produced all manner of popular and more luxury souvenir items, including dolls wearing "national costume" and Central Asian skullcaps, tiubeteiki, both of which are still sold today (Figure 2 ). The construction of cultural authenticity is by no means solely a product or indicator of neo-liberal capitalist economies and many of the ideas about defining Central Asian regional identity through commercial souvenirs of textiles and dress were already formulated during the Soviet period. exemption for all kinds of activities in the field of manufacture of "national craft products", and hence this terminology is used in marketing quite a lot, on the billboards outside craft centres and on proudly "nationalistic" posters and business cards. In this way cultural products can be associated with one geopolitical entity rather than another, or carry different meanings in different contexts. The traditional and the modern co-exist and are being crafted in tandem.
To achieve a sense of empowerment and greater agency, textile artisans and entrepreneurs working in Central Asia should differentiate between touristic products based on atavistic statesponsored visions of Central Asian identity and gain confidence to develop new vocabularies of dress which communicate their own contemporary geopolitical and aesthetic identities, based on very clear critically-engaged research and understanding of real target customers As the Central Asian Republics have moved away from planned centralised economy and society and tried to integrate with the market-led model dominant in the rest of the world, successful designers, artisans and entrepreneurs in Central Asia have become very good at navigating this complicated landscape between different stakeholders in the g/local contexts, understanding, embodying, fulfilling and fashioning multiple identities.
Catwalk economies along the Silk Road
In the 21st century, the cities, towns and villages along The Silk Road, are working to build new global networks and enter the schedule of international Fashion Weeks emerging in second-tier fashionable cities and countries worldwide to benefit from what Orvar Löfgren terms "Catwalk Economies" 22 Trying to bring hand-skill into the mainstream is not an easy job at all and a sophisticated understanding of the cultural contexts, politics and practical capacities of both handicraft sector and global markets, is necessary. Non-profit organisation SPINNA Circle, based in the UK, specialises in this role, catalysing connections and translating from one sphere of work to another, providing mentoring and support to local artisans and entrepreneurs on the one hand, and promoting their products to the global market on the other. Weller argues that the local economic value of each event is enhanced by its association with similar events in other places on the worldwide Mercedes Benz Fashion Week network, although local dynamics of production may be disrupted or squeezed out by this transnational fashion behemoth, as "local" nodes are now "interpenetrated by the power-geometries that actively create the global scale."
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Direct connections between global conglomerates like IMG/WME and the world's fashion media guarantee Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Almaty place in Vogue.com to promote some of Kazakhstan's leading fashion design names. A glossary of patronising fashion clichés abound to describe Kazakh street-style as "head-to-toe colour and print" (a bit too colourful to be actually fashionable?) The event was "Not a bad way to put a nation on the Style Map" and the readers are invited to "see the best IRL ("in real life") looks hailing from this Central Asian country."
There is nothing remotely "real" about these photo shoots-the staging of digitised reality, the contrast between "exotic" Kazakh models engrossed in their smart phones replaying a social media trope is all too familiar globally. These connections and this media space in Vogue are enabled only because of the IMG connection, bringing the Kazakh designers into the visual mainstream of the fashion industry. However this is true only in terms of image production, which is quite separated from the circuits of textiles and clothing production. Through processes of handcrafting and industrial manufacture, textiles and clothing are taxed with the heavy duties of national identity formation in ways which the visual signifiers of modernity floating freely on the pages of Vogue. com are not. Buying into the idea of Kazakh fashion becomes easier through the IMG connection, but buying garments made in Kazakhstan, for the most part, does not become much easier for the global, or even the local, consumer. Karimova's own fashion show for Guli was cancelled from New York Fashion Week in 2012, by organisers IMG, midst concerns that protestors may storm the show to protest against alleged use of child labour in the harvesting of Uzbek cotton. This is an oft-highlighted issue and several European and American clothing companies have signed a boycott against using Uzbek cotton in any of their garment or textiles manufacture. There is a strange moral contradiction in this, where some of the same businesses are happy to sell "artisan-inspired" products, appropriating patterns and cultural heritage from the Central Asian region as inspiration for a low-cost fast-fashion product, but not willing or able to engage in the admittedly complex networks of production that would give work to artisans and entrepreneurs in these countries.
Style.Uz offered a national opportunity for Uzbek fashion designers to showcase their work, alongside providing a location in Uzbekistan to showcase the work of famous international designers, in an attempt to bring prestige to Tashkent. The collections of international designers would however be seen several weeks or sometimes months after the collections had been originally debuted on the catwalk, as Tashkent does not yet figure on the mainstream schedule of global fashion weeks. This means that buyers from significant retail spaces are not present to make orders from Central Asian designers.
Interestingly, some local dissatisfaction was expressed about the derivative nature of some of the Uzbek collections on show, and the lack of capacity to show designs of originality but instead an over-reliance on "contemporary ethnic" styles. Tashkent designer Darina Solova was interviewed as saying, Young Uzbek designers showed good works […] Nothing really original, but esthetically pleasing and quite suitable for everyday wear. I'm really happy that from year to year we see fewer clothes with national elements and more with something original. Everybody is tired of the fusion of modern and ethnic styles. 31 Gabriele Mengtes repeats the role that ikat fabric has been accorded in forming ideas of national sovereignty for Uzbekistan. 32 But the tension between official expectations of dress and identity and the role that fashion designers are expected to take in developing new sartorial models of identity which transcend the national archetype is clear. Lola Shamukhitdinova further notes the inter-relationship between the local and the global elements for forging ideas about fashionability and dress in Uzbekistan, citing international designers such as Oscar de la Renta, House of Balenciaga, Gucci, and Dries van Noten who have used Central Asian ikat inspirations in their fashion collections as being highly influential in forming reinvigorated interest in the fabric for local designers and makers. 33 Fashion in the Central Asian Republics is to some extent being mediated through the eyes of international designers who contribute to global circuits of value in the production and consumption of fashionable dress and identity.
In Tajikistan, the poorest of the Central Asian Republics, the country's first international Fashion Show took place in 2013, as reported by the BBC. 34 The event was called Eurasia and staged in the Tajik capital Dushanbe. Although none of the internationally famous big brands participated, organisers expressed the wish that in the future Dushanbe Fashion Week will sit alongside those in Paris or Milan. The status of staging a Fashion Week is clear, in raising the economic and perhaps even more importantly highlighting the cultural capital of a country in geopolitical terms.
There have been reports of the fear of Islamic Radicalisation in Central Asia. In 2015 forms of sumptuary law were exercised in Tajikistan, controlling the facial hairstyles which would be regarded acceptable for men, and guarding against the wearing of black hijab by Tajik women. The Dushanbe Fashion Week shows in 2015 emphasised "Traditional Tajik Style." 35 What is regarded as "traditional Tajik style" is clearly quite highly influenced by the aesthetic expectations of the government, who may not be versed in the exciting developments taking place in handcrafted textiles and traditional techniques within the region, and instead resort to the familiar female archetypes from the past. 36 Some of the looks showcased bear a close resemblance to the visions expressed in the Intourist poster from the 1930s. Here it seems abundantly clear that it is the political economies of the Central Asian Republics, rather than their national cultures, which are shaping their style on the catwalk. From "handicraft" to "handcrafted"
In the national handicraft centres for artisan development, just as in the office blocks in cosmopolitan centres along the new cities of The Silk Road, energetic businessmen and women are working to situate themselves as artisans, designers, makers, entrepreneurs, retailers, wholesalers, factory managers, tailors and all other manner of professions within the complex value chains of the craft, garment, fashion and textiles industries. Understanding where to position their products within a global marketplace that encompasses incoming juggernauts bringing cheap threads, zips and fabrics from China to high-end international fashion designers from America creating "Silk Road" themed collections requires multi-lingual, multi-talented, internationally-networked individuals to negotiate the shifting sands of taste in and across Central Asia-they are the modern-day equivalents of the Sogdian merchants along The Silk Road. The relational space between sites of touristic pilgrimage and sites of Silk Road textiles consumption is clear, but as was for the case of the "Bukhara" carpets in the 19th century, this might not have anything to do with the sites of production of these textiles-which could be imported from all over the country, or sometimes from other countries. The brightly-coloured, syntheticdyed, eye-catching "Paisley-patterned" scarves and "pashminas" sold at makeshift stalls inside the walled city of Khiva are clearly not handmade locally, but machine-made and imported perhaps from Pakistan, or somewhere else with greater mechanised weaving capacity. Sabokhat Pulatova notes exactly the same process happening in Bukhara. 40 Fun designs worn by local women and tourists alike include silk scarves printed in a local Uzbek factory to give the appearance of resist dye technique, with "traditional" motifs mixed with images of Soviet motor cars, the very symbol of modernity. For many tourists visiting, however, it is the site of consumption that is significant and memorable for them, and these textiles will remind them of their magical Silk Road travels, regardless of their true place of origin.
In Sophisticated businessmen and women all along the Silk Road have a nuanced understanding of what products will work for which customers. In cosmopolitan boutiques such as Human Wear Gallery in Tashkent, similar visions of "national" dress and identity prevail, but the emphasis shifts to innovation and building a social enterprise to create and sell garments which are "unique" and "fashionable." The gallery's website states that the main purpose of Human Wear Gallery, "is to create a network of shops selling unique designer clothes with the Silk Road in the largest cities around the world and building a brand of authentic human values. 43 The shift from "handicraft" to "handcrafted" is necessary in marketing terms to promote products from the Central Asian Region to global consumer market place on equal terms and escape the negative "lumpen" associations sometimes given to "handicraft."
Performing Eurasia in the textiles and clothing businesses along the Silk Road
Talented artisans at the top of their profession may often be very well-travelled and cosmopolitan individuals, invited to showcase their products at international showcases such as Santa Fe International Folk Art Market in US, Art in Action in UK, or asked to represent their country at World Travel Market and other similar events for the tourism industry. These people very quickly become au fait with international tastes in interiors and fashionable garments and with the official line required for promotion of national cultural heritage. Through building international connections and experience, such skilled artisans begin to understand how to distinguish between the different target audiences with nuanced understanding and these artisans and entrepreneurs occupy powerful positions at the seams of understanding, creating, manipulating and performing different forms of national-ethnic identity according to their intended audience, through the products that they develop and the ways in which they promote these. Daily they draw upon selected myths and metaphors from The Silk Road, the strategic language of development, the key phrases necessary for effective marketing and conducting successful business. They are multilingual. They transcend fixed positionalities on a global value chain and occupy several nodes all at once. Mark Graham's article on the Warped Geographies of Development highlights key ways in which the internet works to collapse time and space between different actors along a global value chain. He suggests that, any move to disintermediate a commodity chain, for example, by using the Internet to directly connect producers with consumers, consequently creates a wormhole allowing two or Dick | Textiles and clothing businesses along the Silk Road https://www.veruscript.com/a/5N9400/ more nodes/people/places to jump over place, people, and nodes that were previously in the middle (or intermediaries). Wormholes thus allow recognition of the fact that commodity chains stretched out over space will not disappear onto the head of a pin, but will instead continue to link people, places, and nodes albeit often in complex and non-Euclidean ways. 44 By taking interdisciplinary perspectives to study the fashion and textiles businesses operating along The Silk Road one quickly realises that many entrepreneurs operating in these spaces between commerce and culture occupy multiple nodes on the commodity chain at the same time.
One person might be "local textiles artisan," "national entrepreneur," "international representative of the nation," according to the cultural and commercial context into which they are placed. Their positionality is also contingent on the disciplinary context through which these artisan-entrepreneurs are examined and linked to the politics of specialist language and definitions of key terminologies for funding bids, marketing strategies and the reporting of trade data and statistics.
These artisan-entrepreneurs are positioned at the meeting point between cultural heritage and the marketing of history, at the intersection of nation-branding strategies of Central Asian Republics and their consequences. This is the point where global fashion industries and media collide with the international craft sector, its marketing and values.
The formal and informal business practices of the fashion and textiles entrepreneurs are structured quite clearly by the expectations, regulations and possibly overlapping or competing ideologies of national government, inter-governmental agencies, tourists and the international fashion and textiles industries. The entrepreneurs who navigate this terrain perform a very sophisticated understanding of local, regional, international and inter-sectoral concepts of tradition and identity and how to fulfill the necessary criteria for many of these organisations and different sectors. These artisans perform a truly critical engagement with the transdisciplinary nature of business, culture and value. These are global actors and polyglots-modern day-Sogdians-who understand the zeitgeist of Fashion and the wormholes of history and whose work enables the advancement of the terrain of the New Silk Road project, both intellectually and economically.
